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There is a new meme coin called Tamadoge (TAMA) that has swept the industry. In the short time
since the play-to-earn crypto went into beta pre-sale, it has attracted over $750,000 in investments.
With the beta pre-sale capped at $2 million, it is likely to sell out before the September 2 deadline.

 

Tamadoge sets itself apart from other programs, providing investors with intrinsic value in an
otherwise largely unproductive industry. By taking a utility-centric approach and offering strong
token economics, Tamadoge could even outperform something like Dogcoin.

 

A Brief Glance at Tamadoge (TAMA)
Tamadoge is a meme coin that incorporates elements from the play-to-earn (P2E), NFT, and
Metaverse sectors. The project centers on 3D-animated Tamadoge pets, which players can collect,
train and battle. Every Tamadoge pet is tokenized in the form of an NFT for easy buying and selling.

 

Each Tamadoge pet starts life as a basic variant. However, players can train their pets by providing
items such as food, toys and toiletries. As Tamadoge pets are upgraded, players are rewarded with
Tamadoge points, which improves their ranking on the leaderboard. The higher a player’s ranking,
the larger the share of the reward pool they are entitled to.

 

Each pet has a place in the Tamaverse (a Metaverse world). In this world, players can view their
pets and interact with each other, helping the project to create a strong, engaged community.

 

The Presale of TAMA
Since Tamadoge first entered beta pre-sale on July 22, 2022, the project has absolutely exploded in
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popularity, leading many to designate it as one of the best cryptocurrencies to invest in.

 

The project has raised over $750,000 and as investors continue to pour in, it appears that Tamadoge
is on track to reach its $2 million cap before the Beta pre-sale ends on September 2.

 

The beta will be followed by a general pre-sale with an expected completion date of Q4 2022.
Currently, 1 TAMA is priced at $0.01 (minimum 1000 TAMA).

 

However, this figure will increase by 25% to $0.0125 once the Beta pre-sale is completed. Thus, Beta
pre-sales offer an opportunity to grab the next big cryptocurrency at the cheapest price.

 

During the general pre-sale period, there will be a hard cap of $8 million, offering investors plenty of
opportunity to build a sizable TAMA position. Overall, the team is aiming to raise $10 million and has
allocated 1 billion tokens (50% of the total supply) between pre-sales.

 

Play-and-Earn Rather than Play-to-Earn: Tamadoge is
Designed for Everyone
While there may be a plethora of play-to-earn games on the market, the industry is dominated by
lackluster games with complex, boring and poorly executed money-making mechanics. Tamadoge,
however, will break this status quo by taking a gameplay-first attitude.

 

The Tamadoge team’s goal is to position the program as play-and-earn rather than play-to-earn.
While the two may sound similar, there are some big differences; Tamadoge’s model is designed to
focus on gameplay, passively rewarding users as they play and enjoy the game.

 

Traditional P2E games, on the other hand, tend to focus on specific game cycles or actions. The main
goal is to earn money in the most efficient way possible. This can quickly become boring and
discourage more casual gamers from participating.

 

However, by focusing on creating a play-and-earn system, Tamadoge is likely to attract a large
number of more casual players who would not otherwise participate in the blockchain gaming
ecosystem. This gives Tamadoge the potential to gain a larger user base than today’s most popular
P2E games.
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Other Reasons for Choosing Tamadoge
Offering Utility to Meme Coins This Time

Almost all of the current meme coins are severely lacking in utility. Despite this, projects like
Dogcoin and Shiba Inu have been a huge success, generating thousands of percent returns for early
investors.

 

With the above projects being the 8th and 11th largest cryptocurrencies respectively (excluding
stablecoins) and offering little utility, it seems logical that a meme coin full of utility would definitely
go parabolic on the open market.

 

Deflationary cryptocurrency

One of the most important aspects of a crypto project is its tokenomics. Dogecoin boasts an
unlimited supply meaning new coins can constantly be minted with no upper limit. This means that
over time, the value of each DOGE token is likely to drop as the supply increases.

 

No investor wants to see their holdings depreciate in value as tokens flood the market. Therefore,
Tamadoge is focused on creating a deflationary model that will support the price over time. With
only a fixed supply of 2 billion tokens, it is impossible to mint any additional TAMA. In addition,
transactions in the Tamadoge ecosystem are subject to a 5% burn rate, which means that each token
becomes more scarce over time.

 

In Conclusion
Tamadoge (TAMA) is a deflationary cryptocurrency that will act as the native token of the
‘Tamaverse’. Within the Tamadoge ecosystem, players can mint ‘Tamadoge pets’, which are
structured as NFTs. It brings utility to the meme coins and adopt a totally different play-and-earn
approach to provide users with greater experiences.

 

While Tamadoge is still in the early stages of its lifecycle, the project has already begun to gain solid
community support from its private sales – as evidenced by the 10,000+ members in the official
Telegram group. If this support continues to grow, there is no doubt that Tamadoge could be one of
the most exciting crypto projects of the year.
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